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Proper, thorough 

preparation 

is necessary before

approaching your 

supervisor to 

propose your 

great new 

idea. It starts 

by asking 

yourself a few 

questions.
BY PAUL R. BERGERON III
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M
any apartment industry marketing
professionals have been there before.
“Curses!” they exclaim after giving a
30-minute presentation for a project
they fully believe would help their

company, only to have their boss reject the proposal 
for any variety of reasons.“I did my homework,” 
they will claim.
Could they have picked the wrong day to present? 

The boss was in a bad mood: Who knew?
Maybe they exaggerated their numbers: “But I was

just trying to make a point.”
Maybe they didn’t think of that one exception that 

might undermine their project.
“Geez. I should have talked to the operations team first.”
“Was I rude?” “Too passive?” “Too aggressive?” “Too cocky?”
“What did I just say?” “Why did I say that?” “Why didn’t 

I say that?”
Face it: Delivering the perfect sales pitch is never easy—

even when giving it to someone in your own company.
Robert Slater, Chief Administrative Officer for Bell Partners,

has been there before. He’s been on both sides. He’s seen and
heard his share of crazy ideas—and brilliant ones, too.
“I’ve run operations for Trammell Crow, AvalonBay and Bell
Partners, and have developed a pretty good detector for that,”

Slater said in “Sell It! Bringing AIM Ideas Back Home to
Executives,” a presentation at the 2014 Apartment

Internet Marketing Conference in May.
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Slater’s three keys for selling marketing ideas to the executive
suite: Prepare, Present and Preserve (your relationships). He
offered suggestions for each step of the process.
“You’ve got to know the idea, you’ve got to master it,” he

explains. “You’ve got to know the true cost and ROI, and you
have to know your internal customer at your company.”
In an address that was both substantive and entertaining,

Slater talked the audience through a series of questions and
rhetorical statements they must ask themselves before and 

during their presentations. Knowing and delivering the proper,
sincere and well-framed response to these questions will go a
long way toward gaining approval. Here it goes:
Who will you be selling your ideas to? Do you fully under-

stand the idea and how it works, particularly where technology
is involved? How compelling is it?
What is the problem you are attempting to solve? Does your

idea solve it? Is it consistent with the company’s strategy? Is it
something the company needs to remain competitive? Who at
the company does your idea benefit?
Is it something that needs to be phased in? What will it

Preserve

ImplementPresent
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replace? What are your goals for the idea,
and what are the goals of others for it?
Does it involve new systems, or will it use
existing ones or ones that only need to be
tweaked?

What is the necessary timing to imple-
ment the idea? Can it wait? How long will
it take to implement and who will imple-
ment it? Who “owns” the idea once it is
implemented?

“I’m amazed at how many people still
propose initiatives and don’t think about
the impact to operations,” Slater said.
“Guess what? All great ideas ultimately
hit the properties—that is where the cus-
tomer is at and that is where the money
is earned.”
Slater continued: Does it make sense to

test the idea first as a pilot program before
fully funding the initiative? What can go
wrong, and what is your contingency?
What will your idea cost for the first

full year? What is the run rate? Does it
include any up-front payments? Who (or
which departments) will pay these costs?
Do they know they will be paying for it?
Can expenses for your idea be capped?

Are its costs already in the budget? Is it in
the marketing budget? If not, how will
you pay for it? Are you willing to give up
some other project to help pay for it? Will
it or can it become self-funding over
time?
Who approves the project? Your boss? A

committee? Who else in the company can
you identify who can sit in on the meet-
ing and help you to sell and give support
to the idea? Do you have the support of
the operations team for the idea? Do they
even know that it’s something you are
proposing? Who would oppose the idea?
Should you provide any documents up

front—ahead of your presentation—that
could assist in your audience better
understanding the idea? It’s understand-
able that many presenters want to make
the big splash at the meeting and be fully
in charge of the message, but if your
audience requests such documents, honor
that request.
Have you been given sufficient time to

make your pitch? If not, did you ask for
the time you need?
How is the company performing

(financially) at the time you plan to 
propose the idea? Are there any office 
politics involved that could help or hurt
your pitch?
Choose a persuadable moment. Are
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“I’m amazed at how many people still propose initiatives 
and don’t think about the impact to operations. Guess what? 
All great ideas ultimately hit the properties—that is where 
the customer is at and that is where the money is earned.”

—Robert Slater
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you in the right emotional state?
Tired, depressed and angry are not the

best emotions to take into a meeting.
Likewise is the decision-maker in the right

emotional state?
Avoid buzzwords. Persons in other departments who are lis-

tening to your idea might not be familiar with your jargon.
Explain the idea as if you are speaking to someone outside the
industry.
If you know of problems that can sabotage the chances of

your idea succeeding, address them and be prepared to offer
solutions.
Use statistics appropriately to help support your idea’s merits.

Have the information come from identified, unbiased sources. Use
data from industry peers (for example, what is the competition
doing?) and from outside sources. Consider rebutting in advance
any objections you anticipate will be made against your idea.
Think and structure your presentation in threes. This makes it

understandable and puts your audience at ease. It also shows
you are organized and prepared.  
Personalize statistics, if you can. Don’t try to impress the

group with one huge data dump. Address the positive pay-off
that will come with using your idea. Can you draw any benefits
seen from any first adopters?
Disinterest yourself from the idea. Emphasize that this idea is

for the betterment of the audience/the company (and not for
you, personally, or for your team). Don’t paint situations in two
extremes. Explain them in moderation. Find the sweet spot in
the middle for the point you are trying to make.
Others will draw their own facts and conclusions from your

presentation. Listen to others’ questions. Don’t jump in to argue.
Instead, sincerely listen to them, and accept their statements,
and then respond by asking questions of them in regard to their
points. Apologize if you have to. Remember: Not talking does not
equal listening.
Challenge false conclusions made by your audience by show-

ing that their logic is flawed. Tactfully challenge the facts they
raise and introduce new conclusions. Show that you have 
“street smarts” about the idea. Build consensus during your 
presentation.
Be brief. Know when your time is up. Get out. Don’t “die on

the hill” while you make the pitch.
Don’t put your neck entirely on the line or jeopardize your

standing or relationship for a single idea. You want to preserve
your relationships, your job, your career and your ability to pre-
sent again.
Leave the presentation with your dignity intact. Like a lawyer,

if you do it right you win when you win and you win when you
lose. And you get paid either way.  
Slater concluded by telling attendees not to leave their best

ideas in Huntington Beach, encouraging them to go back to
their offices and make big ideas happen.  

Paul R. Bergeron III is Director of Publications for NAA. He can
be reached at 703-797-0606 or paul@naahq.org.


